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Study Psychology with The Open University to learn how to Analyse and Evaluate Psychological Concepts. View
Courses.

With The Open University, you can be assured of a lively academic environment and outstanding teaching. It
also focuses on the behaviour of individuals in different social settings. The main essence of psychology is
individual differences and the factors like genetics and environment including culture that make individuals
different. Psychology is the field of study that deals with human and animal behaviour. An Open University
Psychology degree will open up exciting career opportunities in a whole array of sectors. Change country.
Occupational: Occupational psychologists help organisations get the best from their people, improving job
satisfaction and the quality of working life. A Psychology degree offers an excellent introduction to the
fundamental questions of human life, such as how our minds work and why we behave the way we do.
Courses at each year comprise a total of 30 credits, with a cumulative total of credits for all four years of the
programme. One of the main aspects of psychology that makes it different from other social science subject is
psychological measurement. Various standardized tests and scales are developed in Psychology that can be
used to measure psychological entities. Offering psychology in distance mode is a challenge due to its applied
nature. To obtain this Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology, students will be required to complete courses
at the Levels 3, 4, 5 and 6. We also aim to facilitate the learners to develop critical analysis of practical,
theoretical and ethical issues in Psychology, as they prepare for further learning or gaining practical
experiences in the field under supervision. Undergraduate Programmes Health Science This programme is
structured for individuals interested in understanding the discipline of Psychology and its many subfields
using the open, distance and flexible platform facilitated by the OUSL. The M. On completion of a degree,
you may wish to specialise further depending on your individual goals. You are viewing information for
England. Here are some of the main areas of psychology: Clinical: Clinical psychology works to address
emotional, behavioural, psychiatric or developmental difficulties through the application of various theories
and research. Why study Psychology with The Open University? Learn how study works and the support we
offer.


